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Vision, Scenarios and Comprehensive Plan Update  

• Creation of Spatially Based 

Scenarios 

• Evaluated Against Key 

Indicators 

• Consideration of Tradeoffs 

Define community 

vision and 

aspirations 

Identify growth 

drivers and trends

Where are we now?

Where are we going?

Where do we want to be?
What options do 

we have?

What is the best 

way forward?

Develop scenarios

Evaluate scenarios

Discuss issues, 

opportunities  and 

tradeoffs

Identify  preferred 

elements of 

scenarios that best 

achieve community 

vision 

Examine existing 

plans and policies 

to identify needed 

refinements & 

updates to achieve 

desired vision

How do we get 

there?

• Community Survey & 

Additional Outreach

• Working Groups Identifying 

Trends & Drivers 

• Informed Dialogue to 

Reach Consensus on 

Preferred Path Forward

• Specific Plan or Policy Update 

Recommendations



▪ Development of the Trend Scenario 

▪ Development of a Preferred Scenarios

▪ Taking cues from alternative scenarios developed earlier in the process, 
identify the preferred way forward for the county and estimate the 
impacts of new growth.

SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT
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Total # of Jobs and 

People by 2050

Allocated to County 

based on Existing  

Placetypes (policies)

Preferred Scenario
Total # of Jobs and 

People by 2050
Impact analysis



1 Preferred scenario elements
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Where are we now?

62.6%

20.5%

16.3%
0.7%

Housing Units by Type

Single family house

Townhouse

Multifamily

Mobile home, RV, etc.

0.6% 10.4%

23.4%

11.8%
11.9%

11.7%

11.9%

18.2%

Jobs By Industry Sector

Resource

Industrial

Consumption

Science and tech

Office

Health care

Education

Other

5.0%
6.7%

8.3%

8.8%

14.4%

17.6%

39.2%

Households by Market Segment

Retirees

Low to middle income
singles

Low to middle income
families

Middle income urban no
kids

Middle income suburban
families

Where are 

we now?

Consumption and ‘Other’ (e.g. construction, utilities, etc.) largest job sectors

Wealthy suburban households largest market segment

More than half of housing units are single family homes

Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics 

(LEHD), US Census - 2014

ESRI Tapestry Data - 2015 American Community Survey (ACS) 

US Census – 2011-2015



Where are we now?

Where are 

we 

headed?
An additional 134,000 people 

An additional 86,000 jobs 

An additional 60,000 households



Where are we now?

Where do 

we want to 

go? 

Livable Frederick Vision

Our community enables young and old to lead fulfilling lives. We ensure that all 

people can be successful, enjoy a high quality of life.

Residents are energized by our unique sense of place: its Civil War history, small 

towns and villages, and cultural amenities.

Frederick County provides interesting, fulfilling jobs and options for everyone to 

support their families.

We embrace businesses of all types and sizes to ensure a vibrant and strong economy. 

We value traditional industries while seizing the opportunities of the future –

healthcare, biotech, advanced technology, and more.

Agriculture is vibrant and viable. People love fresh food and farm to fork.

Good health is fundamental to our high quality of life. We value a healthy 

environment, clean air, water and green energy and are good stewards of our 

environmental and natural resources.

Frederick County land planning enhances our traditional growth areas, our towns and 

villages, while preserving what we love, our farms, history, and outdoor activities.

Our transportation system moves people, goods and services, both locally and 

regionally, in a timely and safe manner.

Frederick County is a safe place to live, work and play due largely to our many 

committed emergency service providers and caring communities.

It offers excellence in public education and lifelong learning opportunities, which 

results in a well educated and trained workforce to ensure our long term economic 

prosperity.

Frederick County offers great places to live, from our small towns and villages, to our 

urban downtown, quaint main street, and rural countryside. There is something for 

everyone!

The preferred scenario reflects 
assumptions about future land 
use policies that support the 
Livable Frederick vision and 
pragmatic assumptions about 
growth dynamics driven by the 
region.



Each of the scenarios, including the 
preferred scenario, are aspirational as it 
relates to targeting growth away from 
mapped Green Infrastructure and existing 
Working Lands.

The preferred scenario will minimize 
impacts to these areas relative to the 
business as usual scenario and other 
alternative scenarios analyzed.

However this approach is not fully 
supported by existing policies and therefore 
more efforts may be needed to 
incentivize growth away from these 
important assets.  

Green Infrastructure & Working Lands 
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Green 

Infrastructure, 

Parks & 

Working Lands



Expanded palette of place types

The preferred scenario supports 
reinvestment in places with existing 
infrastructure and development while also 
creating great new places.

The preferred scenario focuses more 
growth in multimodal locations that have 
supportive place-making policies. It will 
create more opportunities for walkability, 
more housing choices, amenities closer 
to where people live and highly 
accessible job locations.

Green Infrastructure & Working Lands 
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Enhancing 

existing places 

and creating 

great new 

places

Expanded palette of place-

types to support more 

mixed use, housing choices 

and multimodal 

transportation 



(insert pipeline map)

A significant amount of future growth is 
already entitled in the ‘Pipeline’ areas. 
These areas reflect a traditional suburban 
residential form of development. 

More than 40% of the future household 
growth will likely occur in the pipeline areas 
between now and 2050.

Green Infrastructure & Working Lands 
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Pipeline Growth 

Areas Assumed 

to Follow 

Current Policies 

in All Scenarios
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Let’s support growth and re-design within the City of Frederick to reinforce it’s role as a major urban and cultural 

center.  Let’s focus on carrying over the dynamism of the city’s historic downtown into East Frederick, creating a 

modern extension of the city that is true to its past while positioning it as a vibrant hub of future economic 

activity.  Let’s re-focus major corridors – such as the Golden Mile or MD-355 - to take advantage of their prime 

locations and provide more travel options for current and future residents. 

Let’s strategically strengthen the high quality of life in our existing suburban communities by reinvesting in them 

with infill development that creates more opportunities to walk, shop, work and recreate closer to home while 

protecting their existing character. 

Let’s leverage existing rail service that connects us to the greater Baltimore-Washington region and create more 

multimodal corridors to help catalyze the redevelopment of aging retail and office and create new mixed use 

places in the southern part of the county.

PREFERRED SCENARIO
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Preferred 

scenario place 

types



Thematic map
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1

Preferred 

Scenario

The preferred scenario offers a 

blend of strategies that strengthen 

the urban core of Frederick, 

reinvigorate aging office and retail 

corridors for next wave economic 

development, create more 

multimodal mixed use centers 

organized around effective transit 

service, and reinvest in existing 

suburban communities to provide 

local focal points of activity while 

protecting their unique character.



ATTRACTIVENESS BY MARKET TYPES (PEOPLE & JOBS)
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2 3 4

Pipeline accommodates retirees, 
families, wealthy suburbanites 
and educational job sectors

The Business As Usual scenario 
offers few suitable place types for 
new residents not accommodated 
by the pipeline.  For jobs, the 
BAU scenario focuses 
consumption, resource, and other 
sectors, generally reflecting 
today’s patterns.

The preferred scenario offers 
more diverse place types that are 
more suitable to a variety of 
market segments and job sectors.  
Major growth industries in science 
and tech, health care, and 
education are better served 
compared to BAU.
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1Modest 

improvement 

in countywide 

transportation 

statistics

Countywide statistics for 
transportation are difficult to influence.  
The preferred scenario attempts to 
provide destinations closer to 
where people live and improve 
multimodal characteristics at the 
subarea level.   As a result, new 
residents are expected to have more 
options for non-auto travel, taking 
transit and non-motorized modes 
more often and reducing daily VMT 
relative to the BAU scenario.
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1Using place-

making to 

locate new 

growth into 

less auto 

dependent 

places
The preferred scenario focuses on 
creating new places that are less 
auto dependent, more walkable, 
bikable and transit supportive, 
putting more new homes and jobs in 
multimodal areas than the BAU or any 
alternative scenario.  Nearly a third of 
new residents and half of new jobs are 
accommodated in multimodal areas in 
the preferred scenario.
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1

Diversify 

housing 

choices

As the county grows, it is important to 
create an array of housing choices 
to suit all budgets and lifestyles.  
The preferred scenario provides a 
much more balanced mix of housing 
types for new residents than the BAU 
or any alternative scenario.   
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1

Environmental 

performance 

improves

The preferred scenario performs 
better than BAU because of more 
compact patterns of development 
(more energy efficient) . Diverse 
housing options also improve 
residential energy consumption, 
another factor supporting 
affordability for the county’s current 
and future residents.
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1
Preserving 

green 

infrastructure 

and 

agricultural 

areas
The preferred scenario helps orient 
growth away from existing critical 
agricultural areas, forest, and green 
infrastructure areas.
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1
Better 

managing 

storm water 

and non-point-

source 

pollutants
New development means more 
impervious surface coverage, 
greater storm water runoff volume, 
and increases in non-point-source 
water pollutants.  The preferred 
scenario limits the impact of new 
development by creating a more 
compact impervious surface
relative to BAU.
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1
Better 

managing 

storm water 

and non-point-

source 

pollutants
New development means more 
impervious surface coverage, 
greater storm water runoff volume, 
and increases in non-point-source 
water pollutants.
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1
Key 

Takeaways & 

Policy 

Discussions

The preferred scenario provides a much more diverse mix of future housing 

options than the BAU or any alternative scenario.  This should ameliorate 

affordability issues over time by providing residents a broader selection of 

housing products.  It also reduces overall expected residential energy 

consumption, further helping with affordability concerns and fostering a 

greener future.

It provides a well-rounded set of place types in environs that are generally 

supportive of most new jobs and new residents.  It is especially favorable to 

science/tech, education, and health care jobs that will drive the future 

economy.  It will also better meet the needs of new residents with changing 

neighborhood preferences and patterns of living.

It creates new multimodal places and puts more households and jobs in 

places that offer alternatives to driving a car.  This results in the preferred 

scenario offering the best expected rates of household VMT generation and 

non-auto mode choices among all the scenarios analyzed.  It is unlikely that 

building out the preferred scenario will fundamentally change the nature of 

travel in the county, but it does support a vision of the future that is less car-

dependent and ready to adapt to changing technological, environmental, 

and fiscal circumstances.

The preferred scenario limits the impacts of new development on 

agricultural, forest, and green infrastructure areas by reducing the 

expansion of the urban footprint relative to the trend.  This results in 

reduced storm water runoff volumes and lower levels of non-point-source 


